Milano
Fashion
Institute
at a Glance
Milano Fashion Institute has been set up in 2007 in order to
provide higher education in the fashion sector by the three leadig
Milan universities: Bocconi University, Catholic University and
Polytechnic of Milan. These three universities represent an
international centre of excellence, drawing on consolidated
experience in the research and training activities for businesses in
the fashion sector in the fields of management, communication
and design.
Thus, Milano Fashion Institute is a unique initiative in Europe for the
interdisciplinary approach applied to competences contributed by
the academic partners.

Keyfacts
A unique initiative in Europe for the interdisciplinary approach
» applied
to competences contributed by the academic partners.
» It involves Academics, Researchers and Professionals in

Economics and Management disciplines from Bocconi University,
in Social Sciences and Communication from the Catholic University, and in Technology and Design from Polytechnic of Milan.

different approach. Providing students with the specialist
» Ainterdisciplinary
skills they need to manage effectively the
entire design, production and communication process of
fashion products.

cultural, personal and professional opportunity
» Ato world-class
spend a very intense period in Milan, one of the major world
fashion capitals.

Founded by:

In partnership with:

only post-graduate Institute in Italy in partnership
“ The
with all the leading Italian Fashion Associations,
the strongest link to your career opportunities.
“

Masters Highlights

A
comprehensive
curriculum
Our mission
The Masters of Milano Fashion Institute are characterized by the
multidisciplinary educational activities conducted by the Faculty of
the three founding universities (Bocconi University, Polytechnic of
Milan, Catholic University), with a curriculum designed to train
professionals that are clearly identified and highly desired by the
job market.
This path is achieved through a program that provides an
introduction to the basic tools and techniques (warm-up), followed
by the introduction to the industry (fashion pillars), specialized
courses of the key business processes (fashion processes), field
projects’ courses concerning real case studies (field projects), and
finally professionalizing activities (empowerment and internship).

Target
Our Masters are addressed to Junior profiles, mainly aged between
21 and 29 years, both Italians and foreigners with a good knowledge
of English language. Students must have a B.A., MSc. or equivalent
in order to apply.

A. Master in Fashion Direction /
Brand & Product Management
It is aimed to form professionals, with different skills, that are able
to contribute to the process of brand management and collection
development. They are professional figures that integrate
multi-disciplinary skills (design - management - communication),
much in demand by fashion companies, but that are not formed by
the traditional educational courses, usually oriented to a single
discipline. These professionals are able to manage and coordinate
the process of brand management, from the declination of the brand
language on the different lines, to the planning and development of
the collections, and finally up to the management of product’s
communication to the trade market.

The most important professional roles are: Merchandiser,
Product Manager, Brand Manager, Licensing Manager.

B. Master in Fashion Direction/
Retail & Brand Experience Management
The Master in Fashion Direction/ Retail & brand Experience Management
is aimed to train the most innovative professionals able to manage and
design the distribution in the Fashion, Luxury &Lifestyle industry.
In particular, the profiles will be capable to plan distribution and retail
in a variety of companies with different sales channels, such as flagship
stores, department stores, single-brand stores, multi-brand stores, temporary &pop-up stores, online retailers, etc.

The main professional roles are:
Retail Area Manager, CRM Manager, Online Retail Manager,
Visualizer and Visual Merchandiser, Retail Buyer & Merchandiser, Store Supervisor, Junior Store Manager,
Event Organizer.

C. Master in Fashion Direction/
Communication & Social Media Management
Brands have a cultural identity, which often comes out from the
products and the company’s technical expertise and craftsmanship,
while in other cases it is the result of a careful strategy and
communication architecture. The management and exploitation of
this area are increasingly important for global competitiveness of
fashion companies.
In this area, professionals are required to possess skills in order to to
be able to interact with all the segments of the supply chain from
design to product management to marketing and retailing.

The professional figures are: Fashion Stylists, Visual and
Artistic Researchers, Trend Analysts, Communication
Manager, Social and New media Manager, Fashion Editors,
Events Manager, Cultural Heritage Manager, or Corporate
Sustainability Manager.

Duration:12 months, from January to December, internship included.
Language: English

Experiencing the workplace
Internship is one of the most salient experiences offered by the
master course and they are supported by a network of leading firms
in the fashion sector. Internships last a minimum of 3 months,
allowing students to apply the skills acquired during the course to
real working situations, with guidance and advice provided by
experts with extensive experience and a range of different
professional backgrounds.

Our Network,
Your Career
Milano Fashion Institute collaborates with the most
qualified Italian and international companies
operating in the fashion industry in several ways.

Career opportunities
They derive from the sponsors, that are valuable partners in order to
maintain the Programs responsive to the needs of the professional
sector and are given the important task of scouting talent thanks
to grants that they provide to the best students up, to the extensive
network of all the companies involved in field projects, internships
and placement opportunities.

Incubator of talents
Masters provides a full calendar of activities in direct contact with
the job market, including itinerant seminars, guest speeches,
integrated Team Field Projects to be carried out during the year
under the supervision of the Faculty in conjunction with companies,
as well as the internships, lasting a minimum of 3 months.

Among the companies of our network:
Antonia • Ballantyne • Bottega Veneta • Byblos • Canclini
Tessile •Calzedonia • Chanel • Coin • Conbipel • Corneliani •
Costume National • CP Company • Dolce & Gabbana • Dondup •
Eurojersey • Ermenegildo Zegna • Etro • Felisi • Fratelli Rossetti•
Gianni Versace • Giorgio Armani • Gruppo C14 • Gucci Group •
Hugo Boss • Jil Sander • La Rinascente • Levi’s • Liu Jo • Loro Piana•
Luciano Padovan • Maliparmi • Marni • Max Mara • Miroglio
Fashion Group • Moncler • Moreschi • Penelope • Pinko •
Ralph Lauren • Reda • Roberto Cavalli • Slam • Salvatore Ferragamo •
Silvian Heach • Stone Island • Valentino Fashion Group •
Vivienne Westwood

Milan,
a stunning
experience
The strong ties between Milan and fashion, set up since the second
half of the last century, are not represented exclusively by the
boutiques and stores typical of the most cosmopolitan cities.
In fact, in Milan there are more than 600 showrooms and 3,000
fashion companies. It is home to some of the most active and important public relations and advertising agencies internationally.
And that’s not all. In Milan and the surrounding province there are
all the businesses of the fashion pipeline: photographers, scouting
agencies, production companies, the publishing system and some of
the best known, most advanced and innovative distribution formats
at global scale.
More than a production and professional system, Milan is a global
fashion stage: the fashion system’s leading events, including Milano
Collezioni, MIPEL (International Leather Goods Market), MIDO
(International Eyewear Fair), MICAM ShoeEvent (International
Footwear Fair), and Milano Unica (Italian Textiles Fair), act as a
catalyst, drawing fashion sector operators from around the world
throughout the year.
Culturally-speaking, Milan is the city in which Art is strongly linked
to the cultural phenomena that characterize the contemporaneity,
such as fashion and design. The Scala Theatre, the Duomo, the Royal
Palace, the Sforzesco Castle, the Arcimboldi Theatre, the Triennale
Design Museum, the Brera Pinacoteca, the Poldi Pezzoli Museum, the
twentieth century Museum and the Fashion Museum of Morando
Palace are the main symbols of an extensive system of cultural sites
that host events and exhibitions throughout the year.
At personal level, Milan offers many different leisure opportunities
too: the restaurants and venues in Brera and along the Navigli
canals, the boutiques in the fashion ‘Golden Quadrilateral’ (the
luxury retail district in the centre of Milan) the mega-stores in corso
Vittorio Emanuele, the showrooms of top contemporary design

brands, the numerous events, like the International Furniture Fair
(Salone del Mobile) and Fuorisalone events, along with a a widespread network of small boutique that animate the life of many
neighborhoods outside of the well known city center. Milan has also
a sporting tradition rooted in the distant past, with teams that have
won most titles at European and world level.

Milan, as centrally located in Europe, as the
epicentre of the global fashion phenomena.

Our services & facilities
Milano Fashion Institute classrooms are located inside the
Polytechnic of Milan Campus – Bovisa district. All our classrooms are
modernly equipped with networked PCs, and the latest and
multimedia resources. The classrooms sizes have been projected to
meet the needs of small intensive classes (25 students), enabling a
wider interaction and more effective learning processes.
As a student inside the Polytechnic Campus you can enjoy as well:

» Cafeteria services;
Library, the widest and most accurate fashion
» Tremelloni
library in Italy and Europe;
spacious campus, with the large green open-air spaces
» The
and easy access by public transport.

Our Alumni
“ It was a unique experience of great growth in terms of skills but
also on a personal level; the opportunity to know people of cultures
very different from my training was a great opportunity for personal enrichment”
Giacomo Pilato, Italy
Project Manager, Vivienne Westwood
Master in Fashion Project Management 2009

“ I could relate myself with people from totally different areas of
training from mine, I stimulated and encouraged myself to learn
something new and that went beyond economic knowledge, that
was very dear to me. I presume I have learned, through the master,
rather than a sterile and repetitive series of concepts, a mindset, an
ability to observe the product and the fashion world to 360°, recognizing the value of two expressions: aesthetic and economics.
Besides, I can not forget that thanks to the MFI I found my future
career today, at Ermenegildo Zegna.”
Natalia Battaglini, Italy
Leather Accessory ‐ Catherogy Assistant, Ermenegildo Zegna
Master in Fashion Project Management 2009

“The perfect synthesis of months of notions and concepts was the
final team field projects, carried out together with important fashion companies. Working with partners on a real briefing, with the
knowledge that it was not a theoretical simulation, but a real case, it
was the most intense moment of the Master. “
Laura Laurenzi, Italy
Tenants Coordinator, Neinver (The Style Outlet Vicolungo)
Master in Fashion Retail 2010

“I currently work at Miroglio Fashion Group, a multinational company that creates and produces 12 lines of clothing. I’m in charge of
buying within the Mediterranean Area as Buyer Assistant. This role
allows me to be a bridge between Italy and Turkey, my country of
origin, and represents the realization of my professional goals.”
Isil Tekin, Turkey
Buyer Assistant, Miroglio Fashion Group (Motivi, Oltre, Fiorella Rubino)
Master in Fashion Retail 2010

MODALINK
Alumni Association
Born in 2011, Modalink Alumni Association represents the network
of Alumni of Milano Fashion Institute. The aim of the Association is
to create a and maintain a strong network of people, acting as a
catalyst in promoting relationships between talents and companies.
It is also an innovative meeting place where junior and senior MFI
graduates will have the opportunity to get in touch with designers,
fashion companies, licensees, retail chains, producers, contractors,
advertising agencies, etc.

Personal connections, and professional growth.

Admission & Financing
Entry Requirements
All candidates with a university degree (B.A., or M.Sc., or M.A., or
equivalent level qualification recognized by Milano Fashion Institute) can apply for the Master. Professional experience in the industry is not mandatory, but it can be positively evaluated during the
selection.
Each Master course has a maximum of 25 places available.

Scholarships
Every year, Milano Fashion Institute offers several scholarships for
Italian and International students, which cover half the fees.
The attribution of scholarships takes place before the beginning of
the course, considering both income and merit criteria, by the Academic Commission. The application form for scholarships is
included in the “Application Form” of each Master, and it is
downloadable from our website.
For more information: http://www.milanofashioninstitute.it/masters/bpi/student-scolarship?lang=en

Procedure
1.

Submit the Application Form, alternatively on line
(http://www.milanofashioninstitute.it/apply-now) or downloading
the file and sending it via fax or e-mail (please check last page or our
website for contact details).
For deadlines, check www.milanofashioninstitute.it

2. On receiving the Application Form, the Milano Fashion Institute

pre-selects candidates based on the documents received. Selection is
based on an analysis of various factors, including skills, knowledge,
competences and the candidate’s formal pre-requisites.
Candidates’ reasons and motivation for application are also taken
into consideration, as well as their level of involvement in the
training project and future professional ambitions.

3. If the Application Form is considered eligible, an interview will
be conducted by the Teaching Committee to allow candidates to
demonstrate that they have the necessary knowledge, skills and
aptitudes.

4.

After attending the interview, candidates will receive written
communication of the results (admission or non-admission).

Fees & Living costs
The total annual cost amounts to €15,800 VAT included, payable in 4
instalments, from the acceptance of the application throughout the year.
Costs include a part of the study material and the use of
facilities of the Institute.
Remaining costs refer to the cost of living in Milan.
Candidates must consider an average figure of € 900-1,200 for personal
expenses per month, divided as follows: € 400-600 for accommodation,
€ 200 for meals, € 50 for local transportation, and € 250 for miscellaneous
costs.

For more information

Milano Fashion Institute

Classrooms
Via Durando 10
20158, Milan
Contact Center
Ph. +39.02.3031.6640
Fax. +39.02.5836.2530
From Monday to Friday,
from 9 am to 18 pm.
www.milanofashioninstitute.it
info@milanofashioninstitute.it

The strongest link to your career opportunities.

